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Most businesses tackle data 

management with a blend of several 

technologies that best suit their 

unique needs. Here’s how to create 

your own perfect strategy.

Is your data management system a 

purebred or a mix? Not to let this 

discussion go to the dogs, but we’re 

here to praise the mixes. While many 

owners prefer purebreds, mixes are 

often healthier and have unique, one-

of-a kind looks.

Your company’s data management 

solution can be just as healthy and 

unique. Consider a solution that 

blends disk, cloud and tape backup to 

create the ideal mix for your business.

TALKING STRATEGICALLY 
ABOUT STORAGE

The world of data management can 

be as territorial as the environment of 

any dog show, and many enterprises 

simply avoid certain types of storage. 

But with data management and 

storage technology changing so fast, 

it’s wise to keep your options open 

and think strategically about what 

each storage type offers.

1. UNDERSTANDING THE 
CLOUD IN CONTEXT

What’s the lowdown on cloud-based 

storage? You’ve likely heard, “I don’t 

want our ability to access data to hang 

on an unreliable Internet connection.” 

But the cloud is effective for mobile 

workers who need quick access to 

often-used files—and bandwidth 

workarounds such as tape transport 

of massive data sets can avoid cloud 

bottlenecks. Understand what cloud 

does well and integrate that with your 

blended solution:

 > Protection. Some vendors 

encrypt data as it travels over 

the wire for maximum security.

 > Redundancy. Providers may store 

data in multiple locations as a 

fail safe for disaster recovery.

 > Upgrades. Since your data resides 

offsite, your IT department 

doesn’t need to manage hardware 

or software upgrades.

2. PUTTING DISK TO WORK 
FOR EVERYDAY DATA

Having your environment full of disk 

arrays is convenient. However, this 

setup is also costly to power and cool. 

When you integrate disk storage with 

less costly media, it becomes part of 

an effective hybrid solution: 

 > Retrieval. Disk is great for 

retrieving often-used files, fast.

 > Fast Flash. Solid-state disk 

(SSD) drives with Flash memory 

bring super-fast lookups, 

though at a steep price.

 > Security. Concerned about security 

in this mobile age? It’s hard to steal 

a disk array, but defending against 

hackers and malware requires 

constant vigilance.

DISK, CLOUD AND TAPE TOGETHER:  
A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO TOTAL  
DATA MANAGEMENT

DID YOU KNOW?
HYBRID SYSTEMS ARE  

THE NORM. ACCORDING  

TO A SURVEY OF IT PRO-

FESSIONALS CONDUCTED  

BY IDG RESEARCH, 59% OF 

POLLED COMPANIES USE A 

COMBINATION OF DISK AND 

TAPE FOR THEIR DATA  

STORAGE NEEDS.

59%

https://www.ironmountain.ca/en/secure-storage/records-and-media/offsite-tape-vaulting


3. TAPE: LOW COST FOR THE LONG TERM

Those with a grudge against tape may think it’s outdated and slow 

to access. But innovations have succeeded simplifying how you find 

data stored on tape—even from your own office. And access to older 

information may be mandatory for legal or regulatory reasons. Tape 

storage is the bedrock of a well-designed hybrid data management 

system:

 > Cost. Tape media is inexpensive, and unlike disk storage, 

un-mounted tapes require no continuous power.

 > Storage. Rather than filling valuable office space, tapes can be stored 

offsite for the long term with a third-party offsite tape storage provider.

 > Durability. With optimal environmental conditions, 

tapes can easily last for 30 years.

BLENDING THE PERFECT SOLUTION

The best solution may be to say yes to each type of storage where it’s most 

effective—and understand how to organize and blend the various storage 

types. When storage types work together, your company can:

 > Hold down costs

 > Access data whenever and wherever you need it

 > Gain the assurance of long-term secure retention

 > The key to creating your own perfect blend is understanding the 

strengths of each type of storage and how to use them together 

effectively. Craft a solution that delivers reliability, speed, mobile 

access and low price, and your mix is a candidate for best in show.
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WE PROTECT WHAT YOU VALUE MOST™

Iron Mountain 
Recommends: Establish 
a Tape Support System

Some companies neglect the value 

of tape when crafting a hybrid data 

management solution. Tape is clearly 

the cost leader, delivering fast saves 

and searches, and offering long-term 

storage other media can’t match. 

So why are some biased against it? 

Maybe they aren’t aware of these 

easy solutions to tape challenges.

 > Labeling dilemmas: Finding files   

 is a chore if tapes aren’t organized.  

 Enforce a strict centralized   

 indexing system to ensure prompt   

 access to files when needed. A   

 third-party storage provider can   

 help with indexing and retrieval.

 > Backup confusion: Should your   

 company store backup tapes   

 in-house or with a third party?   

 Both. Create copies of your backup  

 tapes and store those copies offsite  

 in a climate-controlled facility.

 > Insecure transit: How can you   

 trust that your data is secure   

 after it leaves your office? Hire a   

 third-party provider with a strict   

 chain of custody that includes bar  

 code tracking and that stores   

 media in locked containers.

 > Secure destruction: Storing   

 data for too long can put   

 companies in legal hot water—  

 expired data can  be used against  

 them if uncovered during a   

 discovery process. Hire a third-  

 party provider able to destroy   

 old tapes securely according to   

 an end-of-life schedule.
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